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Jaytorr Verhasdas-ae Saweyal-Bren

Jaytorr Verhasdas is a player character played by club24.

Jaytorr Verhasdas
Species & Gender: Tsumi Male

Date of Birth: YE 01
Organization: Tsumi
Occupation: Soldier - Berserker

Rank: Grunt
Current Placement: TFS Saweya's light

Physical Description

Jaytorr is a relatively average sized Tsumi standing at 280cm tall with an ashy skin colour and crimson
hair usually tied back into a ponytail. As the result of many long years of combat his chest, legs and even
most of his head have been riddled with scars of all shapes and sizes. Another telltale sign of his love for
combat is the missing lower right arm, the story of how he lost it happening to be one of his favourite to
tell.

Personality

Jaytorr is an incredibly driven individual although not completely sane, since as early as he could really
remember his love for fighting had been nearly unmatched. While all Tsumi have a fighting spirit and
desire for combat Jaytorrs is a special individual with a passion for brutality, while he still aims to fight
with honour he is known to go a little overboard. As long as he can get what he wants, nothing is off
limits in combat or otherwise.

To Jaytorr, the fighting spirit and skill of an individual are worth far more than social status, wealth or
rank although this is overruled again by the sovereign who is not only his idol but his reason for living. As
long as he can serve this person then he will act without hesitation or remorse and on occasion without
moral or coherent thought, which has led to actions of borderline heresy in his past. This blind and
somewhat corrupt devotion has caused Jaytorr to become incredibly volatile and he often attacks when
seemingly unprovoked as his mind twists his perception of others.

History

Born in YE 01 Jaytorr was always a little odd from a very young age and was quite quickly slotted into a
particular social status of being the weird and crazy one. Jay never made any friends on account of
always demanding that friendships be decided by a fight, if he was beaten then the victor was worthy of
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being his friend, in his mind this logic proved true as he believed his strength was a gift from the gods
and only people who bested him were worthy of him. In his early life he was beaten several times by
other children and this confused and enraged him, nearly to the point of committing murder outside of a
consensual challenge.

During the simpleton rebellion he discovered his own parents were working against the church, his sworn
dedication and his reason to live. Knowing this the young Tsumi challenged and brutally defeated both
his parents in a 2 on 1 deathmatch, losing his lower right arm in the process as well as gaining several
major injuries on his chest and legs. Once they had been dispatched he left his home and pledged his
service to the church and their new sovereign.

In the time after the rebellion was crushed Jay devoted his time to becoming stronger and more effective
in killing, which he believed was what his purpose in life was, further embedding his deranged outlook in
his mind. There was no feeling of remorse for killing his own parents, with memories of them often
causing slight fits of extreme anger which can result in violence against those nearby.

Skills Learned

Jaytorr has the following skills:

Fighting: Jaytorr mastered hand to hand combat once upon a time, however as his mental state became
more distraught his techniques slipped more into desperation. In his current state Jaytorr's fighting style
often resembles a berserk flurry although it has proven very effective in combat.

Aggressive Diplomacy: In his own words, Jaytorr's unique style of diplomatic discussion has
aggressively fast results in half the time. This is achieved through numerous threats and excessive
cursing with all attempts directed towards forcing the opponent to cower and back down.

Social Connections

Jaytorr currently has the following connections:

Mother - Deceased
Father - Deceased

Inventory & Finance

Jaytorr currently has:

An income to sustain himself from week to week
A ragged and worn combat garb set
Several well-kept high-class outfits
4 one-handed axes
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OOC Information

In the case club24 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

This article was created on 2018/11/18 02:12
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